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Abs tract

Rate of response has traditionally been considered the primary

response measure in behavioral psychology research. For over 40 years,

operant researchers have preferred response rate to other, less direct,

measures in order to investigate response dimensions, such as response

strength and probabil ity, and envirtnmental reinforcement contingencies.

Despite this historical comnitment, however, operant researchers in

basic, applied, and clinica'l settings are replacing rate with other

(pre-operant) response measures. For exampie, measures proposed by

Hul'1, Thorndike, and other learning theorists are challenging. the dominance

of Skinnerean measuremsnt in current behaviora'l research. This is

particularly dramatic when we consider that Skinner cites rate and the

cumulative recorder (device to record changes in rate) as among his

major psychological contributions. In addition, the shift in the

operant data-base may present maior questions regarding the behavioral

goals of prediction and control. These trend analyses are intended to

stimulate re-eva'luation of the importance of rate as a basic behavioral

datum.
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The number of psychoiogists enrol'led in Division 25 (Experimental

Analysis of Behavior) of the American Psychologica1 Association is nearly

forty times greater today than at its inception in 1965. The philosophical

differences, which inspired the forrnation of the new division, are still
actively espoused.

For examp'le, behaviorists believe that the most precise and reliable

index of human capacity and nature is human behavior. Thus, behavioral

psychologists study observab'le behavior and the environmental variables

which control the form and frequency of behavior.

The events that preceded the deveiopment of behavioral psychology

are documented elsewhere (Bori19, .l957). 
From the early work of Thorn-

dike and Watson, several factions emerged. E.R. Guthrie (.I935) and his

fo1'lowers emphasized the contiguous pairing of a stimulus and a response

for organisms to learn. Proponents of Hull added rewards to their set of

factors beli'eved critical to learning. In addition to observable rewards,

Hul'lians attributed the occurrence of behavior to such intervening

variab]es as habit strength and drive condition (Hu]l, .l943)

In the late thirties, B.F. Ski.nner introduced another form of

behaviorism, operant conditioning. In his .I976 
commentary on the

foundations of operant conditioning research, Skinner cited two majoe

dimensions distinguishifig it from other behavioral psychologies. They

are rate of,response and the device to record changes in rate, the

cumulative record (Skinner, 1976, emphasis ours). For example, in a .I956

article, Skinner elaborated on the importance of these measurement issues

by saying, "[i]n choosing rate of responding as a basic datum and recording

this conveniently in a cumulative curve, we make important temporai aspects

of behavior visible. 0nce this has happened, our scientific practice is

I
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reduced to simple looking" (Skinner,1956, p. 117; see a'lso, Skinner,

1955, p. ?29i Ferster & Skinner, 1957, pp. 7-8; Ferster, 1978, p. 349).

Hovlever, Skinner's 1976 conunentary lamented the continuing disuse

of the cumulative record ("which told more at a glance than could be

described on a page," p. 218). He might a'lso have lamented the abandonment

of rate. In the last tlventy-three years -- since 1955 -- we have seen

major changes in operant psychology's use of Skinnerian measurement.

Historical'ly, Skinner has consistently extol'led the virtues of rate

as the basic datum of a science of behavior (for a conrplete review, see

Skinner, 1953; '1973, at p. 75i Ferster, et aI., 1975). A rate measure

tells the number of times a given behavior occurred in a specified length

of !ime. Using rate of responding as the property of behavior under study

enables the researcher to look at very subtle changes'in behavior over a

wide range of conditions. Rate of response is used extensively to

measure opei"ant response strength (Hilgard & Marquis' 1940; Keller &

Schoenfeld, '1950; Ferster,. 1953; Biiou & Baer, '1951; }li'lliams, 1968;

Kel'ler, 1959; Catania, 1970). Furthermore' response rate is the most

sensiti've measure of probability of occurrence and is therefore of

central concern to a science of behavior (Skinner, 1938, at p. 58; 1953,

at 53; 1969, at p. 77;1972, al. p. t'18 and 127; Sidman, 1950, at 398).

Rate or frequency of response was employed with equal vigor in

applied settings as operant conditioners moved frorn the animal labora-

tory to the human laboratory (Linds1ey, '1956; 1972; Skinndr, 1972).

This applied emphasis generated substantial interest in behavioral

psychology's potential to solve historicaliy controversial issues. Recently,

Hi]ts (lSZ+1 and razdin ('1975) described the diverse applications of

behavioral psycho'logy. Accompanying these appl ications was a f'lourish
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of scientific publications. The APA's Search and Retrieval Service

reported that the number of iournals publishing Appiied Behavior Analysis

and Behavior Therapy (the app'lied branches of Skinnerean psychology)

articles multiplied by six from 1967 to 1972 (5 years). The annua'l

number of behavior modification (applied behavior analysis and behavior

therapy) artic'les multiplied by 10 during this time (Grudner and

Krasner, '1975). Hoon and Lindsley (1974) reported that behavior

therapy publications were multiplying by 20 every five years.

It should be important, however, that, despite our recent popularity,

behavioral psychologfsts remain careful quaiity-controllers. Unfortunately,

whi'le the number of behavioral publications multiplies, few have anaiyzed

how our research methods are changing. As one approach, the present study

sought to record changes in the frequency of use of the basic rate datum

compared to the other (non-skinnerean) behavioral dependent variables.' in

this way, the changing inf1uence of the Skinnerean measurement heritage

upon current operant conditioning and behavior modification is thus recorded.

The thirteen types of measurement used in three behavioral

journa I s were counted for al I i ssues . The Journal of eri men ta I

Ana I ys i s_ of Eehavi or (J EAB ) and the Journal of Applied Behavior Analysj_s

(JABA) were chosen because they represent the leading journals in the -

area . Th e thi rd pub I i cati on , Behavior Research and Therapy ( BRAI) , was

chosen because it is a frequently read behavioral journal considered

less operant than the other two iournals.

To obtain counts, we went through each volume page by page. Each

chart was placed in one of thirteen categories according to the

measures shown on the ordinate and abcissa. As an example of the

se]ection process, refer to the charts in a randomly chosen JABA
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article. The chart in Copeland, et a'I. JABA (1974) Z(1) on page 79,

is counted in the percent/time category since the numbers on the

ordinate represent the percent-of-tine three students attended school,

and the numbers on the abcissa depict successive weeks. Their chart

on page 82 is counted in the nurber/time category since the number of

corect responses is on tJte ordinate and successive days are on the

abcissa.

Counts for each category were totaled each year to yield yearly

frequencies. These yearly frequencies were plotted on separate

Standard Celeration Charts for each category. Accelerations and

decelerations for each category were caiculated by the Quarter-Intersect

Technique (Pennypaker, Koenig, & Lindsley, 1972; Koenig, 1972) which

correlates between .88 (Neufeld & Lindsley, 1977) and .99 (Hnetish,

1975) with least-squares techniques and produces a'lmost identical research

conc'l us i ons ( Koeni g, 1972)

Figure I pictures the acceleration in the size of the three iournals.

The nunber of pages in each volume bf BRAT is multiplying by I.25 (+2511

every five years. JEAB pages are multiplying by 1.35 (+3591 every five

years, while pages in JAB-A, the fastest growing of the three iournals'

are mu'ltiplying by 1.5 (+SOZ) every five years.

Figure 2 shors the near para'liel acce'lerations in the number of

data charts pub'lished annually in each iournal. Despite the fact that

JEAB typicaily publishes more than three times the number of data

charts each year than does JABA and nearly eight times the charts as

BRAT, the number of data charts published in each iournal is acce'ler-

ating at nearly the same overa]] rates (x'1.25 every five years).
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Changes in the frequency of data charts in JABA and BRAT

occurred simultaneously for 8 out of the last i0 years. The probability

of this occurring by chance is .'11 (l out of 10) (Siegel;1956, at 250).

The yearly frequency changes in JEAB chartsr on the other hand, varied

with yearly changes in JABA charts 50% of the time. The probability of

this occurring by chance is .623.

By comparing Figures 1 and 2, we can measure changes in the size of

the graphic data-base of each journal. The number of pages for each

chart in JABA is growing by 25% every five years. In JEAB, pages per

chart are growing by 8i6; and in BRAT, they are growing by only 4% every

five years. From this comparison, we see that JABA is losing its graphic

data-base four times faster than JEAB and six times faster than BRAT,

but even so, the relative stability of graphic data representation is

decelerating fn all three behaviorai journals.

Because of the historical precedence that cumulative/time charts

hold in the development of behaviora'l research (especially when we

consider that this form of measurement and depiction of operant data

has enabled such discoveries as deprivation/satjation effects, steady

states, and schedules of reinforcement), it is appropriate that we

consider first the trend in cumulative/time graphs in these three

journals. 0n the cumuiative/time graph, the ordinate represents cumu-

lated number of responses, the abcissa is, of course, some measure of

time (in most laboratory research, time has typically been measured

in seconds" while in the applied research, time is most often measured

in days or weeks), and its slope represents rate or frequency (number

per time).
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Figure 3 shovs the growth of cumu'lative/time charts appearing in

the three journals. As we can see, these charts have been rapid'ly

decelerating by 1.4 in JEAB and 1.7 in BRAT every five years. This is

consistent (although not as reactionary) with Skinner's observation

that "[e]vidently we have not long to wait for an issue of JEAB without

a single cumulative record" (Skinner, 1976, at 2'18). Moreover, because

BRAT has never been exclusively operant-based, we might expect that

some degree of data-shift might occur fjrst in this journal. Although

cumulative/time charts are accelerating in JABA by 1.2 every five years,

their nurber ranges from I to 30 each year and have been decreasing in

the last three years

Perhaps rate charts are taking another form in the literature.

I,rlith the increase in applied behavioral research, it is reasonable that

the daily totaling of frequencies (as was performed automatically by

the 'la6oratory-founded cumulative recorder) may not as adequately meet

the needs of the applied researcher. He/She may prefer to study rate

of response in its absolute daily sense, that is, the number of response!

occurring per minute per day. This is known as one form of the number/

tirire/time chart, where rate (nurnber/time, e .g., hair pulls per minute)

is placed on the ordinate and a longer time unit (;.g., days) is placed

on the abcissa. The slope of this chart is ce'leration (Pennypacker,

et al ., 1972) which is the speed at which the frequency changes

over some period of time -- the rate of rate change. Just as in measurement

used in the siience of mechanics, when the rate increases we say that it
has accelerated and when it decreases, it has Slgcelerated. The steeper
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the slope, the faster the frequency is accelerating or decelerating.

This rate derivative allows the reader to compare rate changes easily

and quickiy.

As can be seen in Figure 4, number/time/time charts are accelerating

in each of the_three journals. They are multiplying by .|.5 (+50%) in

JEAB, by 1.8 (+80%) in JABA, and by 2.3 (+130%) in BRAT. The rapid

acceleration of these charts in BRAT is further emphasized when we con-

sider that in 1975, there were more than 70 number/time/time charts in

JEAB and more than 5 in JABA for every one in BRAT, whereas in 1978, the

ratio had divided to 2:l in JEAB and, for the first time, 1:3 in JABA.

C1early, the field is beginning to use rate-over-time measures more

frequently fn behavioral research.

Another measure which is gaining popularity in all areas of

-- behavioral research is the percent chart. 0n this chart, the rela-

tionship of two direct measures is transformed into one relative

number, 0.g., number corect/number incorrect becomes % correct and

intervals scored/intervals not scored becomes % intervals scored.

However, unless researchers are carefu'l to inc'lude information about

base performances, percent charts can be misleading. For instance,

4A% cowect can mean either 4 out of l0 or 6 out of 15 probiems answered

correctly. tlhile some articles provide readers with the base amount

(either l0 or 15), many do not. Comparisons then become relative and

abstract and 'lack direct relevance to actual performances. This is

particulariy dangerous when we consider that human performances made

in free-operant conditions which have no behavior or record ceilings
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range in frequency from 1 per day to 300 per minute (Lindsley,

1 976a)

Figure 5 pictures the acce'leration of percent charts in aIl three

iourna'ls. In JEAB, percent charts are multiplying by 1.6 every 5 years;

in BRAT by 1.7; and in JABA by 2,0 every 5 years.

Comparing Figures 2 and 5 reveals the relative growth of percent

charts. The number of percent charts in JEAB is multiplying 1.28 tinres

(increasing 28%) faster than are tota\ charts. In BRAT, percent charts

are growing 1.42 times t+42%\ faster than total charts. And in JABA,

percent charts are multiplying 1.67 times (+eZU ) faster than are total

charts. Even though the laboratory experimenters appear more concerned

with preserving discrete measurement than applied researchers, they are

not able to pnavent percent from overtaking rate. Table 1, comparing

the relative growths of rate and percent charts with total charts,

demonstrates that, at best, laboratory experimenters are resisting the

slip back to percent more than art applied researchers.

At the current accelerations, all the charts in JABA would be

percent by the year 1985. All the charts in JEAB would be percent by

.1995 
and a'll charts in BBAIwould be perient by the year 1996.

Interv reco rdi n cornmonly empl oyed i n appl i ed behavi oral research,

often accompanies percent measurerent. Interval methods break the total

recording period into smaller tinp units which facilitate reliable obser-

vation of applied behavior. Two types of interva't records exist -- the

"partial interva'!," in which every response occurring within each brief

interva'l is ccunted, and the "occurrence-nonoccurrence intervai," in

'*
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which the observer counts only the first response to occur in each brief

interval. This latter type of interval recording is used most frequently

in applied research and, although offering several procedural advantages

to continuous measurenent, also masks important aspects of the data.

For examp'le, by counting only one response per interval, all

intervals where the behavior occurred at least once are given equal

weight. Thus, for a high rate behavior, an interva'l jn which the behavior

was emitted 5 times is given the same weight as one in which the behavior

was emitted I time. Despite the fact that, in theory, the smaller the

intervals, the less probable that mu]tiple responses will occur, we are

leaving a great dea'l of behavioral assessment to the laws of probability.

Moreover, observations ultimately reach a point where the intervals

become so small that we might as well continuously monitor the behavior.

Considering the disadvantages of obscuring some data while only grossly

monitoring others, the importance given to reliability-through-interval

recording should be re-evaluated

Figure 6 shows the acceieration of interval charts in the three

behavioral journals. Sirnilar to percent, interval charts are doubling

in JABA (x2) every five years. They are decelerating in BRAT (+.l.65),

aod, until 1976, had never existed in JEAB. However, interva'l charts

appeared in .1976 and ]977, although they failed to appear in the .1978

JEAB.

Two other behavior measures to appear in the literature are {uration

and latency. Combined, these measures are said to jndicate the strength

of responding. Figure 7 shows the acceleration of duration and latency
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charts in JEAB and BRAT multiplying by 1.5 and '1.8, respectively.

These charts are decelerating, however, in JABA by 1.5 every five years.

Accelerating acceptance of time measures (as indirect indices of

behavior) in ,JEAB and BRAT may be related to their basic experimental

orientations. Time measurement was used by early laboratory experi-

menters such as l,lundt, who in'1880, measured reaction-tirne as the

latency from stimulus to response and Pavlov who, in '1905, measured

refJex strength by response Iatency. Duration and latency were also

two of Hull's four indirect behavioral measures (1943).

The preceding five charts represent differing forms of event

recording. Even though they range from continuous, al'l-inclusive

behavioral monitoring to re'lative transformations and time-samples,

they are direct accounts of behavior-environment interactions. It
was in this tradition that psychology moved from anecdotal analys'is

to the contro'l'led conditions of the experimental laboratory while

becoming the science of behavi.or (Skinner, 1972). Recently, though,

subjective reports have begun to recur in the experimental literature.

They have taken the form of subiective rating sca'les.

Figure 8 pictures tle acce'leration of rating scale charts in

two of the three journa-1s. In BRAT, rating sca'les have multip1ied

by 1.2 (!20%) every five years since 1950. This is the same acceleration

as with totai data charts. Furthermore in JEA8, containing predominantly

animal research, rating sca'les have never existed. This is consistent

with the expected difficulties of rating the subiect matter or obtaining

subject self-reports. It is in JABA, holever, where rating scale charts

have f'lourished in recent years. Since 1970, the number of rating scale
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charts has nearly quadrupl ed (x3.8) every five years. Thus, while in

]970 there existed in BRAT 30 rating scale charts for every I in JABA'

by 1977, the ratio had decreased to only 4:1.

Although the nature of the rated data may differ in the two

journals :- BRAT emphasizing client self-rating of anxiety, fear, etc.

and JABA has recentiy concentrated on se1f-rated consumer-satisfaction --

these charts represent a new wave of indirect measurement -- the strength

of which may or may not be determined by the success of their ability to

predict and control behavior (-Watson, '19.l3).

IMPL I CAT IONS

The transition from 'laboratory to applied research has been costly

by accelerating the ever-changing behavioral measurement shift. While

behavioral scientists eagerly pronounced that rate data was the most

sensitive and reliable measure of operant strength and probability

(Skinner, .1969, at 76, 8.l, 2141, some have gradually succumbed'to the

nnthodological difficuities of recording frequency data in the more

compiex settings seen in applied research.

However, science is defined according to its scientifjc methods

(Hempel, .I964), 
and the quality of behaviora'l science is only as good

as its ability to directly measure and predict behavior (tindsley,

l97tb). The type of data collected in any setting shouid not be deter-

mined by its ease of acquisition. The so1ution to dealing with unusual

behavior in complex worlds is not simply to abandon rate measurement jn

favor of "easier" methods, but to perfect the ease and precision of
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collecting frequencies in the new settings. Perhaps this can be

accomplished through morc precise response definitions which allow

rate, rather than percent or time dimensions, to be measured. Under-

standably, this is not an easy task, but, as scientists, we should

not fall prey to the Iaws of response effort (Skinner, 1945).

If we continue to measure frequency of r€sponse less and less,

while accelerating the pre-operant measures of time and percent, will

our research have the same predictive value? The answer to this

question will determine ho,v the changing data-base of behavioral

psychology is perceived.
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TABLE I

GROI,.ITH OF BEHAV IOR MEASURES

RELATIVE TO TOTAL CHARTS

C umu I ati ve/
time

Number/tirne/
time

P ercen t

J EAB

JABA

BRAT

+ .l.75

x J.0

r 2.04

x 1.2

x 1.5

x 1.92

x1.28

x 1"67

x I .42

x fndicates faster growth than the number of pages.

* indicates sJower growth than the number of pages.




